
Autumn Bulb Planting – Update  
 
Background 
 
At is meeting in January, Parish Council agreed the provision of £2,000 for 
further bulb planting in its 2022/23 budget.  This was included to build on the 
bulb planting untaken in 2017 and 2019 at various places around the parish 
as summarised below:. 
 
Either side of the junction to Cocken Road, Leamside 
The “Rec” School Avenue 
Benridge Bank 
The Village Green opposite Jubilee Hall 
Either side of the entrance to Jubilee Hall 
Either side of the junction to Fairview near shops 
Either side of the junction to woodland view off station road  
 
Reference to further bulb planting is also captured in this years Annual Plan 
for (action 4.7 to improve the maintenance/appearance of our registered 
village greens). 
 
In the past the Civic Pride Team at DCC have been approached to support 
community bulb planting – primarily with the school. DCC have also supported 
previous planting via the Clean & Green Team, by lifting turf at agreed 
locations prior to planting and in the supply, at a cost, of bulbs. 
 
In view of the above, I approached the Civic Pride Team in September to ask 
if DCC would be happy to support again. 
 
It was expected that the £2,000 budget would be sufficient to purchase 20,000 
bulbs. 
 
Gemma Dobson, Civic Pride Officer confirmed that her team would be happy 
to support again but she needed to liaise with Clean & Green Team regarding 
the provision of a quotation for the supply of bulbs and to confirm turf lifting 
support for proposed locations.. 
 
I was intending to bring a report to the last meeting in October to approve the 
placing of a bulb order and to agree the priority for planting locations that DCC 
were happy to support. 
. 
Unfortunately Gemma has struggled to get a response from the Clean & 
Green Team regarding a quotation for the supply of bulbs, but she was 
determined to try and resolve the matter in time for bulb planting to still be 
undertaken this autumn. 
 
A quotation for 10,000 mixed crocus bulbs and 10,000 min daffs bulbs was 
subsequently provided by Gemma from a local nursery ( New Road Farm 
Nurseries) with whom she had placed direct orders on behalf of DCC 
previously. This was for £1960 plus £50 delivery. These prices were very 



competitive compared to on line providers.  However, before the placing of an 
order for bulbs could be considered, it was essential that support for turflifting 
in locations approved by the Clean & Green time was confirmed. 
 
The proposed locations suggested where: 
 

 Registered Village Greens on South Street and /North Street 

 On the village green outside the bungalows on School Avenue 

 On the corner opposite the Chemist at the top of Station Road 

 In between the boulders on the Old Sunderland/ Durham Road 
 
With Gemma’s persistence, all suggested locations were subsequently 
approved by the Clean & Green Team.The team gave a commitment to lift the 
turf at the end of week commencing 7 Nov or during week commencing 14th 
Nov. 
 
Due to the tight timescales, Gemma advised that there wasn’t sufficient time 
to agree a date with the school for the children to help with planting this time. 
The priority was to place an order and get the bulbs planted asap. 
 
In view of the above timescales, in consultation with the Parish Clerk, it was 
agreed that : 
 

 DDC, via Gemma, would place the order for bulbs to secure supply at 
the price quoted and then invoice the Parish Council for reimbursement 
in due course. 

 

 Planting would be undertaken at as many of the DCC approved 
locations as possible   

 
Parish Council is asked to note the arrangements made above for this 
year’s bulb planting.  
 
 
Cllr Wallage 
November 2022 
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